Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Segment display is now a widely used display method in electronic devices. So far 7-segment display is used for English digits, those are Latin digits and 10-segment display is proposed for Bengali digits [7, 10] , 8-segment display is proposed for English and Bengali digits [11] , 12-segment display is proposed for Arabic digits [10] . But these segment architectures are different to each other and we cannot use the same architecture for uniform display of multiple languages, that's why we have proposed 18-segment display as a uniform architecture to display multiple numerals at a time and to display numerical expressions. This paper proposes uniform display architecture to display multiple language digits and general mathematical expressions with higher accuracy and simplicity by using 18-segment display, which is an improvement over the 16 segment display. Our proposed 18-segment display can be used to display numerals of twelve languages and mathematical expression. We have used 18-segment display for this purpose which is an improvement over 16-segment display. Our 18-segment display requires two more segments in comparison to the common 16-segment display. As 16-segment display is very common in practice and quite cheap and needs fewer gates to implement that's why we have proposed to use 18-segment display with a bit modification. Moreover by using 18-segment displays we may eliminate the need of a completely new specially fabricated segment display. By adding two segments 16-segment display can be easily converted to 18-segment display for the above reasons we have used 18-segments for displaying multi language digits and mathematical expressions.
We know that, lots of languages use same numeric symbol to represent numerals that's why we categorized the language and proposed a display model which will be able two display the numerals those are widely used in the world. In the case of language selection we also consider the population covered by each language numeral. Our proposed system can be able to display numerals of the following languages:-"Latin, Greek, Roman, Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Hebrew, Devanagari, Tamil, Tibeten, Gujrati, Telegu". We found that the Latin numerals are used in English, Russian, and French etc. Similarly Arabic numerals are used in Spanish and Urdu etc. Also Devanagari is used in Hindi and Sanskrit etc. We also considered Chinese and Bengali on the perspective of population. Greek, Roman and Hebrew languages are selected on the basis of their supremeness, because these three languages are on of the oldest languages that are used in the world now. We also selected Tamil, Tibeten, Gujrati, Telegu on the basis of population, sociocultural and on the basis of educational and life standard.
PROPOSED SEGMENTED DISPLAY
In the current world 7-segment display is the all in all in Latin type numeral display but 7-segment display or a slight modification of 7-segment display can not be used as an universal numeric display. That's why we decide to use 16-segment display because 16-segment display is also one of the top most popular segmented display. And finally to support multiple language numerals we added some segments with 16-segment display.
Proposed Segment Architecture
Our proposed 18-segment display is an improvement over the previously designed 16-segment. We have added two extra segments in the 16-segment display. The segments are 1) n segment and 2) p segment. The n segment is placed in the upper part and the segment p is placed in the lower layer part of the display. Finally the segment display takes the form of an 18-segment display. The 18-segment display architecture is shown below, Figure 1 shows the traditional 16-segment display and the Figure 2 shows the proposed 18-segment display: 
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APPLICATIONS
As the 18-segment display is based on 16-segment display it can represent Latin alphabets too. In Greek language the alphabet and numerals are same, that's why this display can be used to display Latin and Greek word and also can be used to display numeric expressions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed 18-segment display for representing numerals of twelve different language numeric symbols which is used than 50 languages and can also display mathematical expressions. As this display architecture supports multiple language numerals together, it can be considered as the simplest universal display. In future we will try to improve its usability by displaying numerals of other languages.
